Using novel real-time data on a broad set of economic fundamentals for …ve major US dollar exchange rates over the recent ‡oat, we employ a predictive procedure that allows the relationship between exchange rates and fundamentals to evolve over time in a very general fashion. Our key …ndings are that: (i) the well-documented weak out-of-sample predictive ability of exchange rate models may be caused by poor performance of modelselection criteria, rather than lack of information content in the fundamentals; (ii) the di¢ culty of selecting the best predictive model is largely due to frequent shifts in the set of fundamentals driving exchange rates, re ‡ecting swings in market expectations over time. However, the strength of the link between exchange rates and fundamentals is di¤erent across currencies.
Introduction
Forecasting exchange rates is an hazardous occupation. It is a stylized fact that out-of-sample forecasts of exchange rates produced by structural models based on economic fundamentals are no better than those obtained using a naive random walk or no-change model of the nominal exchange rate. These results, …rst noted in the seminal work of Meese and Rogo¤ (1983) , have been proved to be very robust. Some recent research, using techniques that account for several cumbersome econometric problems, including small sample bias and near-integrated regressors in the predictive regressions, suggests that models based on canonical fundamentals can explain a small amount of the variation in exchange rates (e.g., Mark, 1995; Mark and Sul, 2001 ). However, others remain skeptical (e.g., Kilian, 1999; Berkowitz and Giorgianni, 2001; Faust, Rogers and Wright, 2003) , so that evidence that exchange rate forecasts obtained using fundamentals models are better than forecasts from a naive random walk remains elusive (e.g., Neely and Sarno, 2002; Cheung, Chinn and Pascual, 2003) .
Moreover, prior research has documented that economic fundamentals do not contain information useful for forecasting exchange rates partly because the behavior of the 'virtual fundamentals,'that is the fundamentals that would be capable of explaining exchange rate movements, is radically di¤erent from the behavior of the fundamentals suggested by exchange rate determination theory. Notably, observing the marked increase in volatility of exchange rates which occurs when moving from a …xed or pegged exchange rate regime to a ‡oating regime, Baxter and Stockman (1989) and Flood and Rose (1995) argue that any tentatively adequate exchange rate model should have fundamentals which are also much more volatile during ‡oating rate regimes. This evidence may be seen as suggesting that there are speculative forces at work in the foreign exchange market which are not re ‡ected in the usual menu of economic fundamentals. These constitute the key elements of the 'exchange rate disconnect puzzle' (Obstfeld and Rogo¤, 2000) .
Notwithstanding this evidence, it seems hard to believe that broad knowledge of the state of the economy at a point in time is useless information to forecast exchange rate movements. It may be that exchange rate models perform poorly not (only) because the information in the fundamentals is de…cient, but because volatile expectations and departures from rationality are likely to account for the failure of exchange rate models. For example, Frankel (1996) argues that exchange rates are detached from fundamentals because of 'swings'in expectations about future values of the exchange rate, listing several pieces of evidence suggesting that expectations are to blame for such behavior. In this line of reasoning, recently Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2004) have provided a theory of exchange rate determination which incorporates the fact that practitioners in the foreign exchange market regularly change the weight they attach to di¤erent economic variables-as evidenced in a variety of survey studies (e.g. Cheung and Chinn, 2001 )-in the context of a stylized rational-expectations model of exchange rate determination. In this model, as the market rationally searches for an explanation of the observed exchange rate change, it may attribute it to some macroeconomic indicator, which in turn becomes the 'scapegoat' and in ‡uences trading strategies. This implies that agents attach an excessive weight to the 'scapegoat'variable to explain exchange rate movements during some periods, so that the exchange rate is unrelated to other observed economic fundamentals. The model is also capable of rationalizing parameter instability in empirical exchange rate models of the kind often documented in the relevant literature (e.g. Rossi, 2005a,b) . Over time di¤erent observed variables may be taken as the scapegoat, so that the weights attributed to economic variables change.
Surprisingly little attention has been directed by the empirical literature towards assessing the potential of these considerations for establishing an economically meaningful relationship between exchange rates and fundamentals. The present paper …lls this gap. We build an empirical framework that explicitly takes into account the survey and empirical evidence that there are changing weights in fundamentals and that no fundamentals model appears to perform well for long periods of time.
Our framework allows for a menu of fundamentals that comprises not only the standard monetary fundamentals most commonly used in the literature since Mark (1995) , but also other variables suggested by exchange rate determination theory, including net foreign assets, interest rates, the trade balance, and lagged values of exchange rate changes. We employ a recursive procedure where we select, quarter by quarter, the best model on the basis of a variety of statistical and economic criteria within all possible combinations of fundamentals, allowing for the explanatory variables and the parameters to change over time. We perform an out-of-sample forecasting exercise using a novel real time data set for the fundamentals, for each criterion used in the model selection procedure and for several major dollar exchange rates. The results of this out-of-sample exercise are compared with the results that would have been obtained if one had knowledge of the best-performing fundamentals model. This comparison sheds light on the usefulness of the information embedded in the fundamentals for forecasting the exchange rate as well as on the ability of the model selection procedure to use such information optimally.
We focus on two key questions. First, as a preliminary to the forecasting exercise, we perform a virtual search for the best performing exchange rate model given a broad set of fundamentals available in real time over the recent ‡oat for dollar exchange rates. In other words, we ask whether, allowing for shifts in the weights attached to the fundamentals over time, the best model that optimizes such information is indeed capable of predicting the exchange rate with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
Second, when the previous exercise suggests that there is a (time-variant) fundamentals model capable of explaining and predicting exchange rate movements, we ask whether it is possible to recover the best model obtained earlier when the out-of-sample forecasting exercise is conducted using conventional model selection criteria, period by period, over our sample.
The results, obtained using …ve major US dollar exchange rates during the recent ‡oat and considering short-term forecasts of one-quarter ahead, are as follows. First, the information embedded in the economic fundamentals can explain future exchange rate movements with a remarkable degree of accuracy for three out of …ve exchange rates. However, this requires the ability to select the best model from the various set of models that can be used on the basis of information available, i.e. this requires that the investor must have available a reliable model selection criterion to discriminate among di¤erent speci…cations of the fundamentals model. Second, if conventional (statistical and/or economic) model selection criteria are used to choose ex ante the best model from a large pool of models available, the same set of economic fundamentals is not useful in forecasting exchange rates out of sample. This …nding appears to be due to the inability of existing model selection criteria to identify the predictive variables to be used ex ante and to capture the frequent shifts in the best model capturing the evolving dynamic relationship between exchange rates and fundamentals.
We …nd that models which optimally use the information in the fundamentals change often and this implies frequent shifts in the parameters. Our interpretation of these results is that standard model selection criteria appear to be unable to capture such shifts, yielding empirical exchange rate models that cannot forecast the exchange rate better than a random walk model. Therefore, while the stylized fact that fundamentals models cannot beat a no-change model is-yet again-con…rmed in this paper, the reason for this result is, on the basis of the evidence presented here, di¤erent from many other studies. Our evidence suggests that the exchange rate disconnect phenomenon is unlikely to be caused by lack of information in the fundamentals, and more likely to be the result of poor model selection criteria in this context. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the vast body of research to which this paper is related and further motivate our approach. Section 3 describes the framework used to analyze exchange rate predictability allowing for shifts in fundamentals and parameter instability. Next, in Section 4, we describe our data set and perform a preliminary empirical analysis of the time series of interest. In Section 5 we discuss our empirical results relating to the virtual search for the best exchange rate model, conditioning on the information in our realtime data set but optimizing such information appropriately. In Section 6 we report the results from the out-of-sample forecasting exercise based on the same set of fundamentals information and employing conventional model selection criteria to choose the best fundamentals model period by period. Section 7 provides a discussion of possible extensions of our research and reports some robustness checks. Section 8 concludes. Details of the construction of our real time data set and of the bootstrap procedure employed in the empirical analysis are provided in the Appendix. A large literature has investigated the relationship between the nominal exchange rate and the menu of fundamentals typically suggested by exchange rate determination theory by focusing on the deviation, say u, of the nominal exchange rate from its fundamental value:
where s denotes the log-level of the nominal bilateral exchange rate (the domestic price of the foreign currency); f is the long-run equilibrium of the nominal exchange rate determined by economic fundamentals; and t is a time subscript. The fundamentals term is, most commonly, given by a parsimonious set of 'monetary fundamentals,'comprising the di¤erential in money supply and the differential in output. Here f may be thought of as a generic representation of the long-run equilibrium exchange rate implied by modern theories of exchange rate determination (Mark and Sul, 2001 models (e.g. Cavallo and Ghironi, 2002; Obstfeld, 2004) , and the trade balance, as suggested by portfolio balance models (e.g. Branson, 1984; Kumhof and Van Nieuwerburgh, 2005 ) and elasticity models of the balance of trade (e.g. Kreuger, 1983; Rose and Yellen, 1989; Obstfeld and Rogo¤, 2004) .
Furthermore, Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold and Vega (2003) document that the set of macroeconomic news that a¤ects the conditional mean of the exchange rate is quite broad, including money, income, prices and other macroeconomic variables.
While it has been di¢ cult to establish the empirical signi…cance of the link between monetary fundamentals and the exchange rate due to a number of cumbersome econometric problems (e.g. Mark, 1995; Kilian, 1999; Berkowitz and Giorgianni, 2001) , some recent research suggests that macroeconomic fundamentals move together with the nominal exchange rate over long periods of time (Groen, 2000; Mark and Sul, 2001; Rapach and Wohar, 2002; Rossi, 2005a,b) . This result implies that future movements in the exchange rate may be predicted using current information on the departure of the 1 For example, this fundamentals terms is implied by the monetary approach to exchange rate determination (Frenkel, 1976; Mussa, 1976 Mussa, , 1979 Frenkel and Johnson, 1978) as well as by Lucas' (1982) equilibrium model and by several new open economy macroeconomics models (see Obstfeld and Rogo¤, 1995, 2000 ; and the references in the surveys of Lane, 2001) . Hence, the link between monetary fundamentals and the nominal exchange rate is consistent with both traditional models of exchange rate determination based on aggregate functions as well as with more recent microfounded open economy models. current exchange rate from its value consistent with macroeconomic fundamentals. This rationale has been used to investigate long-run predictability regressions of the following form
where k denotes the k-di¤erence operator. Indeed, equation (2) In general, long-horizon regressions have been used extensively in the literature, but with mixed success (see Kilian, 1999; Berkowitz and Giorgianni, 2001; Kilian and Taylor, 2003; Rossi, 2005a,b) .
Moreover, the literature described in this section often ignores the fact that data for economic fundamentals may not be available at the time forecasts are made or may su¤er from measurement errors. Employing data in real time-that is data that would have been available to researchers at the time forecasts would have been produced-further complicates analyses of the predictive power of fundamentals on the exchange rate (Faust, Rogers and Wright, 2003) . Flood and Rose (1995) shed light on the relation (or lack of it) between the exchange rate and fundamentals in what they term 'a virtual quest for fundamentals.' The underlying idea is to compare the volatility of the 'traditional fundamentals', say the classic set of monetary fundamentals typically employed in the literature, to the volatility of the 'virtual fundamentals,'that is the fundamentals that would be capable of explaining the excess volatility of foreign exchange excess returns. Observing the marked increase in volatility of exchange rates which occurs when moving from a …xed exchange rate regime to a ‡oating regime, Flood and Rose argue that any tentatively adequate exchange rate model should have fundamentals which are also much more volatile during ‡oating rate regimes. In their empirical work, they …nd little change in the volatility of economic fundamentals suggested by ‡exible-price or sticky-price monetary models across di¤erent nominal exchange rate regimes for a number of major exchange rates. Similar evidence is reported by Baxter and Stockman (1989) , 2 Note that equation (2) implicitly assumes that deviations from long-run equilibrium are restored via movements in the exchange rate. However, it seems possible that they may be restored also via movements in the fundamentals (see Engel and West, 2005) . 3 In a series of forecasting tests over horizons ranging from 1 to 16 quarters ahead for a number of dollar exchange rates, Mark (1995) …nds that a simple regression of the form (2) may be able to predict the nominal exchange rate only at long horizons, such as the 3-and 4-year horizon, but the Meese-Rogo¤ results that the nominal exchange rate is not forecastable within the year is found to be robust. Mark interprets this as evidence that, while quarter-to-quarter exchange rate movements may be noisy, systematic movements related to the fundamentals become apparent in longhorizon changes. Predictability is also found to be economically important in the context of optimal asset allocation problems where the criterion of forecast evaluation is based on utility calculations (e.g. see Abhyankar, Sarno and Valente, 2005) .
who examine the time-series behavior of a number of key macroeconomic aggregates for 49 countries over the postwar period. Although they detect evidence of higher exchange rate variability under ‡exible exchange rates than under pegged nominal exchange rate regimes, Baxter and Stockman …nd no systematic di¤erences in the behavior of the macroeconomic aggregates under alternative exchange rate arrangements. Again, this suggests that there are speculative forces at work in the foreign exchange market which are not re ‡ected in the usual menu of macroeconomic fundamentals.
Taking an alternative view, Engel and West (2005) demonstrate that in a rational-expectations present value model, under the assumptions that fundamentals are nonstationary and the discounting factor is near one, the exchange rate will behave as a 'near'random walk process. This implies that the di¢ culty to predict exchange rates using fundamentals may well be consistent with conventional exchange rate determination models. Engel and West also …nd that evidence that there is predictive ability from exchange rates to fundamentals. Put di¤erently, the Engel-West framework indicates that the kind of (small degree) of predictability of exchange rates reported in the literature should not be too surprising if one is willing to accept the above assumptions.
Model Instability and Swings in Expectations
A di¤erent line of attack to empirical exchange rate models involves employing a time-varying parameter model. A number of authors have argued that the poor forecasting performance recorded in this literature may be due to the fact the parameters in the estimated equations are unstable. This instability may be rationalized on a number of grounds, in response to policy regime changes as an example of a Lucas critique problem (Lucas, 1976) , or because of implicit instability in the money demand or PPP equations, or also because of agents'heterogeneity leading to di¤erent responses to macroeconomic developments over time (e.g. see Schinasi and Swamy, 1989; Rossi, 2005a,b) .
But that begs the question as to why exchange rate models perform so poorly. Many researchers have claimed that volatile expectations or departures from rationality are likely to account for the failure of exchange rate models. For example, Frankel (1996) argues that exchange rates are detached from fundamentals by swings in expectations about future values of the exchange rate. Several pieces of evidence suggest that expectations are to blame for such behavior: 1) Survey measures of exchange rate expectations are very poor forecasters and the expectations, themselves, are frequently not internally consistent (Frankel and Froot, 1987; Sarno and Taylor, 2001) . 2) Failure of rational expectations is often blamed for the failure of uncovered interest parity (Engel, 1996) . 3) Trend following trading rules appear to make positive risk-adjusted excess returns, in apparent violation of the e¢ cient markets hypothesis (e.g. Levich and Thomas, 1993; Neely, Weller, and Dittmar, 1997) .
4) Switching from a …xed exchange rate to a ‡oating rate-which changes the way expectations are formed-changes the behavior of nominal and real exchange rates and the ability of UIP to explain exchange rate changes (Baxter and Stockman, 1989; Flood and Rose, 1995) .
This latter point requires some explanation. Fixed exchange rates anchor investor sentiments about the future value of a currency because of the government's commitment to stabilize its value.
If expectations are based on fundamentals, rather than based on changing expectations that do not obey the rational expectations paradigm, then the relationship between fundamentals and exchange rates should be the same under a …xed exchange rate regime as it is under a ‡oating regime. This is not the case. Countries that move from ‡oating exchange rates to …xed exchange rates experience a dramatic change in the relationship between prices and exchange rates. Speci…cally, real exchange rates (exchange rates adjusted for in ‡ation in both countries) are much more volatile under ‡oating exchange rate regimes, where expectations are not tied down by promises of government intervention (Mussa, 1986) . This result suggests that swings in investor expectations may detach exchange rates from fundamental values in the short run. Similarly, exchange rate models seem to do such a poor job explaining exchange rates while doing a pretty good job with semi-…xed rates such as those found in the European Monetary System (Flood and Rose, 1996). 4 In this line of reasoning, recently van Wincoop (2004, 2005) have provided a theory of exchange rate determination which incorporates the fact that practitioners in the foreign exchange market regularly change the weight they attach to di¤erent macroeconomic variables-as evidenced in a variety of survey studies (e.g. Cheung and Chinn, 2001 )-in the context of a stylized rationalexpectations exchange rate determination model. This model is capable of explaining parameter instability on empirical exchange rate models in terms of a 'scapegoat'story, where some variable is given excessive weight during some period, implying movements in the exchange rate that are unrelated with observed economic fundamentals, for example due to unobserved liquidity trades. As the market rationally searches for an explanation for the observed exchange rate change, it may attribute it to some macroeconomic indicator, which in turn becomes the scapegoat and in ‡uences trading strategies.
Over time di¤erent observed variables may be taken as scapegoat, so that the weights attributed to macroeconomic variables change.
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4 See also Flood and Rose (1999) , who develop a canonical model of the exchange rate that explains why uncovered interest parity-and exchange rate forecasts-might perform poorly in the short term even with perfect rational agents. 5 The key feature of the model is, therefore, the heterogeneity of views in the market about the importance of macro variables in explaining the exchange rate and the disagreement about the true course of observed exchange rate ‡uctuations. The heterogeneity is modelled as private signals about structural parameters. Investors do not know whether these ‡uctuations are due to unobserved fundamentals, say liquidity trades, or to a larger than expected weight on certain observed macro fundamentals. In this environment, agents naturally blame the variables they can observe, that is the fundamentals. See also van Wincoop (2004, 2005) .
Introducing Our Approach
In this paper, we build an empirical framework that explicitly takes into account the survey evidence that there are changing weights in fundamentals and that no model of fundamentals appears to perform well for long periods of time. Our framework allows for a menu of fundamentals that comprises not only the standard monetary fundamentals most commonly used in the literature since Mark (1995) , but also other variables suggested by exchange rate determination theory, including net foreign assets, interest rates, the trade balance, and lagged values of exchange rate changes. We employ a recursive model selection procedure where we select, quarter by quarter, the best model on the basis of a variety of statistical and economic criteria within all possible combinations of fundamentals, allowing for the model speci…cation and the parameters to change. We perform an out-of-sample forecasting exercise using real time data for the fundamentals, for each criterion used in model selection and for several major dollar exchange rates, and then compare the results of this purely out-of-sample exercise with the results that would have been obtained if one knew the best performing model. This comparison will shed light on the usefulness of the information embedded in the fundamentals for forecasting the exchange rate as well as on the ability of the model selection procedure available to us to use such information optimally. In the next section we describe in detail the empirical framework.
Methodology

The Pool of Models
Let us consider a US investor who wishes to forecast in real time a bilateral dollar nominal exchange rate and believes that the exchange rate can be predicted by a menu of economic and …nancial variables that are suggested by exchange rate determination theory. Since the investor does not know the true data generating process (DGP) linking such fundamentals to the future exchange rate, a reasonable way to produce the exchange rate forecasts then involves searching for an adequate model speci…cation among all possible models believed to be capable of predicting the exchange rate.
The search ought to be general enough to encompass all possible structural models of exchange rate determination suggested by the theory and considered plausible by the investor as well as to allow also for the possibility that none of the theoretical speci…cation is indeed useful for forecasting, so that the framework ought to allow for the possibility that the exchange rate follows a random walk (with or without a drift). The decision of the best exchange rate model to use is based on one or more statistical or economic criteria. As the investor repeats this exercise over time and new information (observations) become available, the investor may change the model following the model selection criteria employed. These changes in the model may be due to the learning process of the investor with the arrival of new information and/or to the changing nature of the DGP of the exchange rate.
In order to characterize this behavior econometrically, we follow the stock price predictive approach of Timmermann (1995, 2000) and Bossaerts and Hillion (1999) , which we adapt to the context of exchange rate forecasting. At each point in time t, the investor estimates all possible combinations of k 1 fundamentals which may predict future movements in exchange rates, in addition to a drift term in exchange rate changes as a possible regressor. Thus, the full set of possible models within which the investor must select one comprises 2 k di¤erent models. The simplest model is a random walk without drift (no regressors) and the richest model is a fully unrestricted model where all k regressors, inclusive of the drift term, are considered. Denote a model M i for i = 1; : : : ; 2 k , and let the set of regressors be X j = 1; x 1 ; : : : ; x k 1 . Consider a k 1 selection vector, say v i , composed of ones and zeros where a one in its j-th element indicates that the regression in question is included in the model. Then, M i may be represented by the k-digit string of zeros and ones corresponding to the binary code of its number. If k i is the number of regressors included in model
where e 0 is a k 1 vector of ones. Then, M i may be written as follows:
where s t+1 = s t+1 s t , is a vector of parameters; X t;i is a k i 1 vector of regressors (available to the investor at time t) under model M i ; and t = 1; : : : ; T . Estimation of all candidate models may be carried out by ordinary least squares (OLS)-see Timmermann (1995, 2000) . Applying a model selection procedure (based on statistical and/or economic criteria), the investor will conduct the …rst estimation of all 2 k models on the basis of the …rst < T observations and select a certain model. Then, the investor will re-estimate the model period by period as new data become available and repeat the procedure up to time T , yielding time-varying estimates of i throughout the sample.
In essence, starting from t = , the procedure delivers at each point in time estimation of 2 k models with corresponding 2 k one-period-ahead forecasts of the change in the exchange rate. Out of the 2 k models estimated, at each point in time t = ; + 1; : : : ; T 1, only one is selected as a result of a selection procedure based upon a set of conventional model selection criteria.
Model Selection
We employ a number of criteria in order to select the forecasting model, within the set of possible models obtaining from all combinations of the fundamentals considered, on the basis of in sample infor- based on directional accuracy of the in sample predictions of the exchange rate change; the Posterior Information Criterion (PIC), due to Phillips and Ploberger (1996) ; and the Fisher Information Criterion (FIC), due to Wei (1992) .
Forecast Evaluation
In terms of criteria of evaluation of out-of-sample forecast accuracy, we again rely both on statistical and economic criteria. The statistical criteria include the MAE and the RMSE. We also utilize two economic criteria of forecast evaluation. First, we use the recursive end-of-period wealth criterion (EOPW), which maximizes the cumulated wealth using forecasts from model M i in a switching portfolio
where W 0 is initial wealth, and W t;i denotes wealth obtained under Model M i at the end of the forecasting period calculated using one-step-ahead out-of-sample prediction of the exchange rate changes ( c s t+1;i ) and the corresponding one-period interest rates at home (r t ) and abroad (r t ); the hat denotes out-of-sample predictions; the asterisk denotes a foreign variable; and is as de…ned in Section 3.1. The term in absolute value is the predicted foreign exchange excess return for the dollar exchange rate in question, and the absolute value re ‡ects the fact that we allow for short selling and hence the sign is unimportant in determining the investment decision; T C denotes transactions costs.
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The second economic criterion we employ is the recursive excess return criterion (RR), calculated as the ratio of the mean portfolio returns to their standard deviations realized out-of-sample:
6 The LAE is simply the criterion which selects the model that delivers the smallest in sample prediction error in the last observation available in real time. 7 The R 2 is obtained as the R 2 from a regression of the actual data for exchange rate changes on the forecast exchange rate changes over the forecast period, consistent with the regression suggested in this context by West and McCracken (1998) . 8 Equation (4) is consistent with the following one-period wealth calculation at any point in time t = 1; : : : ; :
and ! denotes the weight within the portfolio associated with the investment in the foreign asset. In our empirical exercise we assume that at any point in time the investor chooses to invest in a portfolio including only domestic or foreign assets according to the sign of the expected excess return in the foreign exchange market c s t+1;i (rt r t ). This, together with the allowance for short-selling, implies that, under the two cases, the value of the weight ! in Rt;p is equal to 2 (i.e. short sell the domestic asset and invest the proceedings in the foreign asset) or -1 (i.e. short sell the foreign asset and invest in the domestic asset) respectively. Further, as showed in equation (4), we have explicitly taken into account transaction costs by deducting from the gross return Rt;p a …xed amount T C = 0:0004 only when there is a shift in the portfolio allocation, or equivalently when the signs of the excess returns in the foreign exchange market at time t and t 1 are discordant.
where R is the standard deviation of the portfolio return calculated over the forecasting period at the net of transactions costs. This criterion is similar to the Sharpe ratio criterion used by Timmermann (1995, 2000) .
The primary aim is to select a forecasting equation that could be viewed as being a reasonable approximation to the DGP at the time when this procedure would have been used, making the exercise as realistic as possible. Because our …rst estimation is done with quarterly data up to 1985, when we produce the …rst one-quarter-ahead forecast, a US investor would have been able to employ the procedure described in this section as OLS was obviously known and easy to employ at that point in time. Also all of the criteria employed were known at that time, with the exception of the PIC and the FIC. In addition, as discussed in detail below, we base our analysis on a suitably constructed set of real time data which correspond exactly to the data available at the time forecasts were made for each of the economic and …nancial indicators employed.
Data Snooping
In evaluating the forecasting models in our setup, it is important to be aware of data-snooping biases.
In our framework, where there are 2 k models estimated and evaluated at each point in time, the e¤ects of data snooping can be dramatic. In order to intuitively explain the danger of data snooping biases in our context, let us use an example. 9 Suppose that we are trying to predict the outcome of a fair coin toss (i.e. we are trying to predict something unpredictable). Let the coin to be predicted be called coin A. The two competing predictors are two other fair coins, say coins B and C. All three coin ‡ips are independent. Then using our methodology and analyzing forecasts ex post, we would …nd that we can predict the outcome of a ‡ip in coin A 75 percent of the time. 10 Naturally, however, if one performed "real time" forecasting, it would not be possible to beat a 50 percent success rate.
Therefore, evaluation of forecasting performance when forecasts are obtained from a large pool of models from which a single model is selected ex ante requires care in allowing for these biases.
We employ the Reality Check bootstrap procedure proposed by White (2000) for testing the null hypothesis that the best model selected in a speci…cation search has no predictive superiority over a given benchmark model-in our case the random walk model. This procedure is speci…cally designed to allow aggressive model searching to be undertaken with con…dence that one will not mistake results that could have been generated by chance for genuinely good results, e¤ectively correcting for data snooping biases in forecast evaluation-see Appendix B for a description of the procedure.
Data and Preliminary Analysis
Our data set comprises quarterly observations on money supply, income (gross domestic product), trade balance, 3-month eurorates for the US, Japan, UK, Canada, Switzerland and Germany and spot exchange rates for the US dollar vis-à-vis the Japanese yen, UK sterling, Canadian dollar, Swiss franc and German mark. We also have data on net foreign assets between the US and in each Japan, UK, Canada, Switzerland and Germany. The sample period covers most of the recent ‡oating exchange rate regime, from 1977Q1 to 2003Q3 (except for Germany, which ends in 1998Q4), and the start date of the sample was dictated by data availability (for the net foreign assets). Our choice of countries re ‡ects our intention to examine exchange rate data for a set of major industrialized economies that have been governed by a pure ‡oat over the sample.
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For the purposes of our analysis we assembled and compiled real time data of quarterly frequency.
In particular, we constructed four vintages for each year considered with the …rst real time observation starting at 1987Q3. We performed the …rst estimation of the set of models examined using data from 1977Q1 to 1987Q3 and hence the …rst exchange rate forecast produced refers to the change in the exchange rate from 1987Q3 to 1987Q3. A detailed description of the construction of our data set is given in Appendix A.
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Some of the data were transformed in natural logarithms prior to beginning the empirical analysis to yield time series for the nominal exchange rate, s t , US money m t , foreign money, m t , US output, y t , foreign output, y t . We did not take logs for the domestic and foreign interest rates, r and r , and the domestic and foreign trade balance, tb and tb . Our measure of N F A is calculated as the di¤erence between the log-detrended purchases and sales of foreign assets, consistent with the de…nition of Cavallo and Ghironi (2002, p. 1074) .
The regressors we consider in employing the procedure described in Section 2 are seven. 1) The once-lagged nominal exchange rate change, in order to allow for any potential slight persistence in exchange rate movements (Backus, Gregory and Telmer, 1993) .
2) The deviation from a canonical monetary fundamentals model. This deviation we term mf t , and we construct as mf t = (m t m t ) (y t y t ) (Mark, 1995) .
3) The interest rate di¤erential, (r t r t ), in the spirit of the conventional 1 1 Note that, while Canada, Japan and Switzerland have experienced a free ‡oat since the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in the early 1970s, the UK was in the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) of the European Monetary System (EMS) for about two years in the early 1990s. However, given the short length of this period, we consider sterling as a freely ‡oating exchange rate in this paper. The only mixed-regime country during this sample is Germany, which was in the ERM for most of the sample period under investigation and in fact joined the European Monetary Union on 1 January 1999, when the euro replaced the German mark as Germany's national currency. 1 2 Faust, Rogers and Wright (2003) …rst employed a real-time data set in exchange rate forecasting, focusing primarily on long-horizon regressions based on monetary fundamentals alone. Our real-time data set is broader both in terms of variables and in terms of exchange rates examined, and for some of the variables and vintages used here we had no prior study to follow. We are indebted to John Rogers for guidance and advice on the construction of some of the real time data.
uncovered interest rate parity condition. 4) The net foreign asset position of the US relative to the foreign country in question, N F A t 5) The US trade balance, tb, 6) The foreign country's trade balance, tb and 7) An intercept term. All variables (3)-(6) are lagged once in the empirical investigation discussed below.
As a preliminary exercise, we test for unit root behavior of each of the time series to be used in the predictive framework described in Section 3. Speci…cally, we test for a unit root in s t , mf t , (r t r t ), tb, tb and N F A t over the full sample. We employ the two e¢ cient unit root tests (M Z and M Z t ) proposed by Ng and Perron (2001) ; these tests use generalized least squares-detrending to maximize test power and a modi…ed information criterion to select the lag truncation in order to minimize size distortion. The results-not reported to conserve space but available upon requestsuggested for each of these six time series and for each country examined, the unit root hypothesis is rejected at conventional nominal signi…cance levels. In turn these results have a clear economic interpretation, con…rming that the change in the exchange rate is stationary, the level of the exchange rate co-moves with standard monetary fundamentals over the long run, the interest rate di¤erential across these major economies is stationary, and trade balances and net foreign asset positions also revert to some long-run equilibrium level. In our empirical work, we use the procedure described in Section 3 to shed light on several issues. The …rst question we address is whether fundamentals do contain information that is useful in predicting exchange rate movements. The digression in Section 2 on the related literature on swings in expectations in the foreign exchange market and theoretical contributions based on the 'scapegoat' view of exchange rate movements as well as survey evidence on the behavior of agents in foreign exchange market suggests that the relationship between exchange rate movements and the fundamentals is likely to be characterized by some fundamentals having much more impact than others for certain periods of time and by severe parameter instability. Our predictive framework allows both for the possibility that the set of fundamentals determining the exchange rate changes over time and for the possibility of the parameters to change period by period in a recursive fashion. Hence, our procedure ought to be able to shed light on the role of these phenomena in understanding the link between exchange rates and fundamentals. The only caveat is that one needs reliable model selection criteria that are capable of selecting, within the broad set of fundamentals considered in the information set, the best empirical exchange rate model. To be immune from this problem, before carrying out a pure out-of-sample forecasting exercise in real time where models are selected with speci…c criteria, we carry out a simpler exercise. Speci…cally, we ask whether the best model (BM) constructed at a point in time t, on the basis of information on the fundamentals available at time t, is a model consistent with the exchange rate disconnect results. In order to carry out this exercise, we implemented the predictive procedure described in Section 3 and chose BM to be the model that minimizes the absolute error between the ex post realization of the exchange rate change and the model forecast exchange rate change, i.e. we selected BM as the model M i that min i s t+1 c s t+1;i t = ; + 1; : : : ; T 1
where c s t+1;i is the one-quarter-ahead out-of-sample forecast produced by model M i . BM, constructed according to this rule, is the model which has performed better in forecasting the onequarter-ahead exchange rate and is, therefore, the model that would have been selected if one had
perfect knowledge on what is the best combination of the seven regressors in the predictive framework at each point in time.
Note that this is di¤erent from assuming perfect foresight in that the BM is a model made of fundamentals information-i.e. the exchange rate forecasts c s t+1;i are generated from each model M i conditional only on information available at time t. If such information is of no value in predicting the exchange rate, or if the exchange rate follows a random walk, the BM will still be unable to outperform a random walk benchmark after accounting for data snooping bias. 13 We carry out this exercise for each dollar exchange rate considered, and compare the results from the BM obtained from our set of fundamentals to the scenario that one would obtain from using a simple random walk (RW).
This scenario is of course 'virtual,' it is a strong abstraction from reality. However, this analysis is useful in establishing how well (badly) one can forecast the exchange rate using economic and …nancial fundamentals within our framework relative to the case where the exchange rate cannot be predicted.
For each scenario, we calculate the MAE and the RMSE. If it is not possible to forecast exchange rates (better than a random walk model) with such virtual search, then there would be no point implementing the procedure in Section 2 since we would already know that the outcome would be a failure of the broad set of fundamentals to forecast exchange rates.
The results from this exercise are presented in Table 1 . The MAE and RMSE for the BM is lower than the corresponding MAE and RMSE from a random walk model. However, the improvement in terms of MAE and RMSE is statistically signi…cant only for the Japanese yen and the UK sterling at the 5 percent signi…cance level, and at the 10 percent level for the Swiss franc, when p-values calculated by bootstrap using White's Reality Check procedure to account for data snooping biases (White, 2000) . Therefore, on the one hand, for three major dollar exchange rates, our exercise suggests results, at …rst glance, in contrast with the view that the information embedded in economic and …nancial fundamentals have no predictive power for the exchange rate. On the other hand, for two exchange rates, namely the Canadian dollar and the German mark, we …nd that the random walk simply cannot be outperformed by our recursive procedure, even with the huge informational advantage used in our procedure. Given this, it would be impossible to outperform the random walk when doing the exercise ex ante, i.e. without such informational advantage. From this point onwards, therefore, we do not attempt to forecast the Canadian dollar and the German mark and accept the fact that our broad of set of fundamentals will not be capable of producing a model that is better than a random walk. Instead, we shall focus entirely on the analysis of the remaining three exchange rates.
14 The accuracy of the forecasts achieved from the BM for the dollar against the Japanese yen, UK sterling and Swiss franc is made visually clear by the graphs in Figure 1 , which presents the actual exchange rate change over the forecast horizon and the forecast produced by the BM for each of these exchange rates. The graphs make apparent how the exchange rate forecasts from the BM track the exchange rate closely even though they display lower variability. This lower variability can be attributed to either noise that is unrelated to fundamentals or to a missing fundamental; the …gure con…rms the stylized fact that the exchange rate is excessively volatile relative to the fundamentals.
However, such excess volatility is much lower that what is typically recorded in the relevant literature and does not prevent the BM fundamentals model from predicting fairly accurately exchange rate changes and more accurately than a random walk benchmark, even when allowing carefully for data snooping.
A Simple Check on Simulated Data
In order to re-assure ourselves that the superiority to a random walk speci…cation was genuine, we also employed the virtual search replacing the observed data for the exchange rate with arti…cial data simulated under a driftless random walk. Using these arti…cial data, if the Reality Check works well, one should not …nd any evidence of superior predictability of the BM relative to the random walk benchmark. In fact, using these simulated data we recorded Reality Check p-values in the range from 0.97 and 0.99 for the exchange rates examined. This is a comforting robustness check on the validity 1 4 While for the German mark some results in favor of predictability exist in the literature (e.g. Mark, 1995) , with respect to the Canadian dollar our results are not surprising. It is well documented that conventional fundamentals do not play an important role in explaining short-term ‡uctuations in the Canadian dollar and that a key short-run explanatory variable is commodity prices, re ‡ecting the nature of this exchange rate as a classic commodity currency. E.g. see Amano and van Norden (1995) and Chen and Rogo¤ (2003) .
of the Reality Check procedure implemented in our speci…c context, which raises con…dence on the genuinity of the superior performance of the BM in the case of the Japanese yen, UK sterling and Swiss franc.
How Frequently Does the Best Exchange Rate Model Change?
A logical question to ask relates to the implications of these results for the identi…cation of the true DGP governing the dynamics of these three exchange rate. To address this issue we calculated the number of times the procedure outlined above selected the random walk (with or without drift) as the BM. By looking at this number we …nd that, over the forecasting period and for all exchange rates examined, the random walk model was selected at most once; and in one case, the UK, the random walk model was never selected as the BM. This …nding suggests that the true DGP of the exchange rate is not represented by a pure random walk and there are large economic and statistical gains from appropriately combining economic fundamentals over time in order to exploit their information content to predict out-of-sample the exchange rate.
Given the apparent ability to produce accurate exchange rate forecasts under the BM scenario, one then wonders which fundamentals are driving this result and how often they are switching. Figure 2 (left panel) plots the 'inclusion frequency'(IF) for each of the regressors for the dollar-yen exchange rate, which we use as a representative exchange rate. The IF is a binary time series which indicates when a regressor is included in the BM, taking the value of unity, and when it is not included, taking the value of zero. The graphs of the IF for each of the seven regressors suggest that all of them have some importance in the BM, but they are hardly ever important for a long time. In other words, the model using the information set available to the investor (forecaster) optimally changes quite often, as suggested by the high number of switches that characterize each of the explanatory variables in the regression. This seems consistent both the frequent swings in expectations that Frankel (1996) blames for the di¢ culty to explain exchange rate movements with standard fundamentals models, as well as with the story about higher order beliefs that is behind the scapegoat model of Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2004) and their conjecture that agents in the foreign exchange market often change the weight they attach to a fundamental and their view on whether a fundamental matters or not for determining the future value of the exchange rate. Investigation of the persistence of the inclusion frequencies shows that on average, across macroeconomic fundamentals employed and exchange rates investigated, the variables in the information set are selected for about two quarters. However, this persistence exhibits a very diverse behavior when looking across exchange rates and at di¤erent variables one at the time. In the case of the Japanese yen, for example, the highest persistence is recorded by the inclusion frequency of the deviation from monetary fundamentals (3 quarters), followed by the net foreign asset position and the foreign trade balance (2.4 and 2.3 quarters respectively).
The least persistent variables are the interest rate di¤erential and the US trade balance which exhibit an average inclusion of 1.9 and 1.3 quarters respectively.
Overall, across the three exchange rates for which the BM beats a random walk, we can identify two groups of variables: one, which we may label short-term fundamentals, that has a frequent impact on the exchange rate but only for a very short periods of time (i.e. one or two quarters). In this group we …nd the net foreign asset position, the US trade balance and, in most cases, the interest rate di¤erentials. There is another group of variables (say, long-term fundamentals) whose switches are less frequent but more persistent (4 quarters or more). In this group we …nd the deviations from monetary fundamentals and the foreign trade balance. This simple descriptive evidence suggests that investors revise their expectations at discrete intervals, generating over time frequent switches in the predictive regressions between fundamentals.
Given that switches for some fundamental variables appear to occur over time at a relative high pace, it is interesting to understand if they exhibit persistence of some kind or are independently distributed. This is important because, if the shifts are independently distributed, it would be impossible to predict them. To address this issue we used a fairly general test for the null hypothesis that the switches are independent and identically distributed against an unspeci…ed form of dependence, namely the Brock, Dechert, Scheinkman and LeBaron (1996) 
test (BDSL). The results, reported in
Summing Up
To summarize, the results in this section suggest that the information in the fundamentals, when used in a framework that allows for the set of fundamentals in the model change over time, can forecast some exchange rates with a reasonable degree of accuracy. However, this requires the ability to select the best model from the various set of models that can be used on the basis of information available, i.e. this requires that the investor must have a reliable model selection criterion to discriminate among di¤erent speci…cations of the fundamentals model. The selection criterion would have to be able to generate a high, but not random, number of switches in the model since the BM scenario clearly indicates that the weight attached to a fundamental can vary substantially over time. We now turn to the empirical implementation of the procedure described in Section 3, applied using data in real time and, unlike the previous section, employing the model selection criteria described in Section 3. Given the results from the 'virtual'out-of-sample exercise carried out in the previous section, if the model selection criteria perform satisfactorily, an investor forecasting three major dollar exchange rates should have been able to perform rather well over the sample 1985-2003.
The results from implementing the recursive predictive procedure provide very di¤erent evidence.
In Tables 3 and 4 we report the out-of-sample results, for each model selection criterion considered.
As for the virtual exercise, we report in Table 3 the MAE and the RMSE while in Table 4 we report for each exchange rate investigated the economic criteria of evaluation described in Section 3 (i.e. EOPW and RR). The results indicate that none of the model selection criteria can replicate, even remotely, the best model that uses optimally the information in the fundamentals available in the information set of the investor. The di¤erences in MAEs and RMSEs relative to a random walk are miniscule, and the other two economic criteria (EOPW and RR) deliver similar unsatisfactory outcomes.
While the comparison of the recursive predictive procedure in real time with the best model may be seen as unfair given the huge informational advantage o¤ered to the virtual search carried out in Section 5, the comparison with the random walk model is a reasonable one, given that the random model is the natural benchmark in the relevant literature. The latter comparison reveals that, in general, the performance of the random walk model (which allows for a drift term estimated recursively) is very similar to the performance of the recursive predictive procedure (irrespective of the model selection criterion) for all exchange rates examined. We formally test the null hypothesis that the recursive procedure and the random walk model have equal forecast accuracy by employing the White's (2000) Reality Check procedure and report the p-value for this test in parentheses. The pvalues are, for each exchange rate and selection criterion, comfortably larger that conventional nominal signi…cance levels, suggesting that the recursive predictive procedure based on our set of fundamentals is, apart from few scattered exceptions, indistinguishable in terms of out-of-sample performance from a random walk model that uses no information about the state of economy. In short, we con…rm the stylized fact in the empirical literature that fundamentals models cannot beat a random walk model in short-term exchange rate forecasting. In fact, we re…ne this stylized fact and prove its robustness even in the context of a recursive procedure that allows for a fairly rich set of fundamentals and allows the model speci…cation (fundamentals) to change period by period.
Why Can' t We Use the Information in the Fundamentals?
These results beg the question: why is there such a striking contrast between the results in the 'virtual'
out-of-sample exercise (Table 1 ) and the results in the recursive real-time procedure. The most logical answer must be, at least partly, that the model selection criteria employed cannot select the best model we produced in the virtual exercise since the virtual analysis in Section 5 di¤ers from the analysis in Section 6 only due to the model selection criterion (i.e. the pool of models and forecasts are the same in these two exercises).
In order to shed light on the key di¤erences between the model selected using model selection criteria and the best model generated in Section 5, we present in Figure 2 clearly that fundamentals tend to be selected for a long time. In other words, the model using the information set available to the investor (forecaster) according to the model selection criterion tends to keep a fundamental for many years, inducing huge persistence in the IFs. The number of switches is much smaller that the number of switches recorded under the best model. This is especially true for the interest rate di¤erential and net foreign assets, which are included in the model throughout the forecast period, and also for the drift term, which is included ever since 1988. The massive persistence of the IFs suggests that using conventional model selection criteria it is not possible to reproduce the frequent swings that, according to our 'virtual' out-of-sample exercise, characterize the sort of the model that can explain future movements in the exchange rate. The results obtained using standard criteria would be in contrast with the existence of frequent shifts in expectations advocated by Frankel (1996) , or the scapegoat story of exchange rate determination of Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2004) , as well as with the survey evidence that agents in the foreign exchange market often change the weight they attach to a fundamental (Cheung and Chinn, 2001) . Figure 3 further highlights the properties of the forecasts generated under the recursive procedure in real time and the simple random walk model, together with the forecasts generated by standard monetary-fundamentals model of the kind used by Mark (1995) . The graphs suggest that the random walk forecasts are the most persistent, followed by the forecasts of the monetary-fundamentals model and the more volatile forecasts implied our procedure. However, it is also apparent how our procedure generates exchange rate forecasts which cannot match many of the turning points in the exchange rate change and, in fact, occasionally make persistent errors.
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Summing Up
Overall, taking together the results in Sections 5 and 6, it is clear that the information embedded in the conventional menu of fundamentals may be useful in forecasting exchange rates out of sample.
In fact, the forecasts that can be produced by selecting the best set of fundamentals at each point in time can be very satisfactory on the basis of conventional statistical and economic criteria of forecast evaluation. However, the model that optimally uses the information in the fundamentals changes often and is consistent with frequent shifts in the parameters. Standard real-time model selection criteria appear to be unable to generate such shifts, yielding empirical exchange rate models that cannot forecast the exchange rate better than a random walk model. Therefore, while the stylized facts that fundamentals models cannot beat a no-change model is con…rmed in this paper, the reason for this result is, on the basis of the evidence presented here, di¤erent from many other studies. Our evidence suggests that the exchange rate disconnect puzzle arising from our result is unlikely to be caused by lack of information in the fundamentals, and more likely to be the result of poor model selection criteria in this context, presumably because of the instability that characterizes the unknown true process driving exchange rates.
Robustness
In this section we report some of the robustness checks we carried out to assess the sensitivity of the results reported in Sections 5-6. First, we repeat the exercises carried out in Sections 5-6 using historical data for all fundamentals that are not in real time, i.e. using the revised data available at the present time but not at the time the investor was making the forecasts. Faust, Rogers and Wright (2003) …rst examined the importance of using data in real time in the context of longhorizon predictability regressions of the type used by Mark (1995) . Using dozens of di¤erent data vintages for money and output, Faust, Rogers and Wright (2003) show that the predictability found in Mark's study tends to be present only during a two-year window of data around the time of that study. Predictability appears to be weaker during other time periods. However, Faust, Rogers and Wright also show that models using data in real time perform better in out-of-sample forecasting 1 6 As for the 'virtual' model selection, we have carried out a similar exercise to understand how many times each individual selection criterion would have selected the random walk model (with or without drift) as the preferred model. In general most of the criteria, over the forecasting period and for all exchange rate examined, have never selected the random walk model as preferred model. However, interesting exceptions are represented by the BIC and RR criteria which on average have selected the random walk model 63 and 15 percent of the times respectively. than models using revised data. In Table 5 , we report the results for the dollar-yen exchange rate, as a representative case. Panel A gives the results for the 'virtual'exercise and hence these results
should be compared to the corresponding results in Table 1 . Such comparison reveals that using revised has no impact on the results for the best model. However, the results when the forecasting model is selected using standard statistical criteria (Panel B of Table 4) reveals that using revised data generally tends to produce similar, albeit slightly lower, values of the R 2 out of sample. In terms of economic forecast evaluation criteria, it is di¢ cult to decide whether the results using revised data are better or worse than the results using vintages, since the outcomes is di¤erent depending the selection criterion. However, the di¤erences are quantitatively small.
A second robustness check involves using a rolling, rather than recursive, procedure for forecasting.
One may argue that, if the recursive procedure employed in the core of the paper fails to forecast exchange rates because of its inability to generate enough switches in the forecasting model, then this problem may be mitigated by employing a rolling scheme for forecasting since this relies less on the distant past. We therefore repeated the empirical analysis using a rolling forecasting scheme with a rolling window of 5 years (i.e. 20 quarterly observations). On the other hand, the rolling scheme is more subject to a constant estimation risk (parameter uncertainty), whereas in the recursive procedure the estimation risk reduces as the number of observations increases. The results, given in Table 6 using again the dollar-yen as representative exchange rate, suggest that there are negligible di¤erences in the case for the 'virtual'out-of-sample exercise (Panel A), while for the real-time exercise (Panel B) the rolling forecast scheme tends, in general, to perform worse than the recursive scheme both in terms of statistical and economic forecast evaluation criteria. These di¤erences are, however, very marginal.
A third robustness exercise we present involves adding a second lag in each of the regressors used in the information set. In order to avoid a drastic increase in the number of models to be estimated, we assume that, although the parameters on the …rst and second lag for a fundamental are di¤erent, they switch together-i.e. switches remain associated with each fundamental, and each fundamental is now identi…ed as two lags of the variable in question. The results from this exercise, reported again for the dollar-yen exchange rate ( Table 7) , suggest that the addition of a second lag induces at best marginal improvements in the forecasting performance.
Overall, the robustness exercise reported in this section indicate that the key results reached in Section 5-6 are fairly robust: the information in the fundamentals can, in theory, be used optimally to forecast the exchange rate with a high degree of accuracy; a recursive procedure where the forecasting model is chosen using conventional model selection criteria cannot select the best exchange rate model and cannot outperform a simple random walk exchange rate model. These results are qualitatively una¤ected by the use of data revisions, by the use of a rolling-rather than recursive-forecasting scheme, and by the addition of an extra lag in the fundamentals.
8 Discussion and Conclusions
This study focused on an empirical framework that explicitly takes into account the fact that there are changing weights in the economic fundamentals that, in theory, drive exchange rates, and that no model of fundamentals appears to perform well for long periods of time. Our framework allows for a menu of fundamentals that goes beyond the standard monetary fundamentals most commonly used in the literature since Mark (1995) , comprising other variables suggested by exchange rate determination theory, including net foreign assets, interest rates di¤erentials and the trade balance. Using a new set of real-time quarterly data spanning the period between 1977Q1 and 2003Q3, we employed a recursive procedure which selects, quarter by quarter, the best model on the basis of a variety of statistical and economic criteria within all possible combinations of fundamentals, allowing for the fundamentals model and the parameters to change over time.
Our main …ndings are as follows. First, the information embedded in the economic fundamentals, when used in a framework that allows for the set of fundamentals in the model to change over time and for parameter instability, can forecast the exchange rate with a remarkable degree of accuracy in some cases. However, this requires the ability to select the best model from the various set of models that can be used on the basis of information available, i.e. this requires that the investor must be have available a reliable model selection criterion to discriminate among di¤erent speci…cations of the fundamentals model. Second, if the conventional set of (statistical and economic) model selection criteria is used to pick up the best model from the large pool of models available, the same set of economic fundamentals is not useful in forecasting exchange rates out of sample. We have shown that models that optimally use the information in the fundamentals change often and this implies frequent shifts in the parameters. Standard model selection criteria appear to be unable to generate such shifts, yielding empirical exchange rate models that cannot forecast the exchange rate better than a random walk model. Therefore, while the stylized facts that fundamentals models cannot beat a no-change model is-yet again-con…rmed in this paper, the reason for this result is, on the basis of the evidence presented here, di¤erent from many other studies. Our evidence suggests that the exchange rate disconnect puzzle arising from our result is unlikely to be caused by lack of information in the fundamentals, and more likely be the result of poor model selection criteria in this context.
These …ndings can be connected to much existing literature. Indeed, from a di¤erent angle, Engel and Hamilton (1990) recorded that long swings characterize the behavior of nominal exchange rates and, by taking them into account and estimating Markov-switching models, it is possible to generate better forecasts than a random walk. This result has been con…rmed in other contributions where di¤erent fundamentals have been employed (see, inter alia, Clarida, Sarno, Taylor and Valente, 2003 and the references therein). However, these forecasting results appear to be somewhat fragile.
Overall, in fact, the literature on nonlinear modelling of exchange rates has produced models that albeit …tting satisfactorily in sample, generally fail to beat simple random walk models or linear speci…cations in out-of-sample forecasting (e.g. see Diebold and Nason, 1990; Engel, 1994; Rose, 1990, 1991) . This last evidence can be interpreted in light of our empirical results in that standard model selection criteria appear to be unable to detect and correctly identify shifts in the state variables (i.e. economic fundamentals). In fact, the existing empirical literature has focused primarily on the identi…cation of long-swings in the exchange rate data. Our results suggest that in order to enhance the forecasting performance of predictive-regressions it is necessary to combine long-swings with short and recurrent swings in the predictive variables. Unfortunately, to date, econometric techniques able to thoroughly address this issue are not available and new techniques are awaited. Understanding the exact nature of these shifts and better ways to identify and model them remains an important challenge in this research agenda. White's (2000) Reality Check procedure as indicated in the text and described in Appendix B. (Brock, Dechert, Scheinkman, LeBaron, 1996) . The test statistics, and the relative p-values, are computed by setting the maximum value of embedding dimensions m = 3; 4 and the distance so as to ensure that 70% the total number of pairs of points in the sample lie within of each other (see Brock, Hsieh and Lebaron, 1991; Brock, Dechert, Scheinkman, LeBaron, 1996 for further details). ALL denotes the p-value for the null hypothesis that the switches are jointly independent; these p-values are calculated by using Bonferroni bounds as discussed in the text. 0 denotes a p-value ower than 10 8 . 
Notes:
EOPW and RR denote the recursive end-of-period wealth criterion and the recursive return criterion calculated as described in Section 3. See notes to Table 3 . 
The results reported in this table replicate the ones in Tables 1 and 3 where historical (revised) data are used. See notes to Tables Table 6. 
The results reported in this table replicate the ones in Tables 1 and 3 where a rolling forecasting scheme is used. The rolling window is set up to 5 years (i.e. 20 quarters) See notes to Tables 1 and 3 . 
The results reported in this table replicate the ones in Tables 1 and 3 where estimations are carried out using an additional second lag in each of the regressors as discussed in Section 7. See notes to Tables 1 and 3 For Canada, US, Japan, Germany, Switzerland and UK we used the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), expressed in the corresponding national currency, seasonally adjusted. We used the Consumer Price Index (CPI, all items) for Canada, Japan, Germany and Switzerland and the CPI (all items) for wage earners for the US.
We retrieved seasonally adjusted and unadjusted data for M1 were possible with respect to the countries considered expressed in the national currency unit. Data for the German M1 were available only until to the 1997:07 vintage, while only seasonally unadjusted data were available for Switzerland. For the UK we approximated the monetary aggregate by M1 plus quasi money up to the 1989:10 vintage and by M2 thereafter because of data availability.
Seasonally adjusted data for the current trade balance expressed in the national currency of the country examined were retrieved. Trade balance for Japan, Germany and Canada was seasonally adjusted by using the procedure followed by Mark and Sul (2001) . Data for the trade balance with respect to Switzerland are …rst reported at the 1995:07 vintage with starting point 1993:01. Data for the Japanese trade balance were expressed in US dollars up to the 1996:07 vintage, although they were reported in Japanese yen at the subsequent vintages. Hence, we converted the corresponding data into Japanese yen using the US dollar -Japanese yen spot exchange rate reported in the MEI.
Data for Germany up to the 2002:01 vintage were expressed in German marks (DM) and to Euros for the subsequent vintages. Therefore, we used the 1999 conversion rate for the Deutsche mark (1 Euro = 1.95583 DM) in order to convert German data after the 2002:04 vintage in DM.
A.2 Data on International Capital Movements
With respect to international capital movements, we constructed data vintages for the US transactions with foreigners in long-term foreign and domestic securities using back issues of the Treasury Bulletin published quarterly in March, June, September and December each calendar year by the US Department of the Treasury. The data cover transactions carried out in the US for the accounts of foreigners and transactions executed abroad for the accounts of institutions and individuals resident in the US. These transactions involve Long-Term Domestic and Foreign Securities and they are classi…ed by type and country of the foreign buyers and sellers who deal with the US reporting institutions. Each issue reports the total purchases and sales by foreigners from and to US residents, respectively during the previous of the issue quarter.
Starting from the December 1987 to the December 2003 issue of the Treasury Bulletin we constructed four vintages per calendar year. This leaves us with 65 vintages. Each vintage for each country considered consists of quarterly historic data on total purchases and sales spanning the period 1977:01 to the quarter before the quarter of publication of the corresponding Treasury Bulletin issue and the values for total purchases and sales reported at that issue. Monthly historic data on capital movements are retrieved by the US Department of the Treasury's web site. 18 We converted these monthly historic data into quarterly by summing up the values in total purchases that correspond to the period between the issues of the Treasury Bulletin. The same task was performed for the total sales of foreign and domestic securities in the US in order to construct the necessary quarterly historic data for total sales. B Appendix: Bootstrap procedure for the p-value of the test of equal forecast accuracy
We employ the Reality Check procedure proposed by White (2000) , building on previous work by Diebold and Mariano (1995) and West (1996) , for testing the null hypothesis that the best model selected in a speci…cation search has no predictive superiority over a given benchmark model. This procedure is designed to allow aggressive model searching to be undertaken with con…dence that one will not mistake results that could have been generated by chance for genuinely good results. The test evaluates the distribution of a performance measure accounting for the full set of models that lead to the best-performing model, and is based on the L 1 performance statistic
where L is the number of "con…gurations" (or possible models, equal 128 per time period in this paper); N is the number of prediction periods indexed from R through T so that T = R + N 1; b f t is the observed performance measure for period t (such as the di¤erence in RMSEs between the benchmark and a model), obtained on the basis of a model speci…cation, set of predictor variables and parameter estimates. In our application, the various paramaterizations of the models directly generate one-quarter-ahead forecasts of the exchange rate that are used to measure performance; N = 43 since the …rst set of models are estimated from 1977Q1 to 1987Q3, and the …rst forecast is for the change in the exchange rate from 1987Q3 to 1987Q4.
We are interested in testing the null hypothesis that the best model selected in a speci…cation search has no predictive superiority over a given benchmark model-in our case the random walk model-which can be expressed as Rejection of this null implies that the best model achieves performance that is superior to the random walk benchmark.
19 White (2000) shows how this null hypothesis can be evaluated using the stationary bootstrap of Politis and Romano (1994) to the observed values of f i;t . The bootstrap algorithm used to determine the p-values of the test statistic of equal point forecast accuracy consists of the following steps:
1. Given the sequence of observations fY t+1 g where Y t+1 = ( s t+1 ; X t ) 0 and X t denotes the explanatory variables, estimate each of the possible con…gurations under model (3) in Section 3 and construct the test statistic of interest, b (i.e. test statistic for the null hypothesis, H 0 , of equal point forecast accuracy relative to a random walk) for each con…guration-the total number of con…gurations at each point in time is 128 (2 7 ).
2.
Postulate a data generating process (DGP) for each of the con…gurations described in step 1, where the exchange rate is assumed to follow a driftless random walk under H 0 and the innovations are assumed to be iid 3.
Based on the models speci…ed in step 2), bootstrap with replacement to generate a sequence of pseudo observations fY t+1 g of the same length as the original data series fY t+1 g. Repeat this step 1; 000 times.
4. For each of the 1,000 bootstrap replications fY t+1 g, estimate each of the con…gurations and construct the test statistic of interest, b .
5. Construct the following statistics: V = max Use the empirical distribution of the 1,000 replications of the bootstrap test statistic, b to determine the p-value of the test statistic b . In other words, the Reality Check p-value is obtained by comparing V to the quantiles of V i . By employing the maximum value over all models, the p-value incorporates the e¤ects of data snooping from the search over the L models at each point time.
